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Abstract
Social structures emerge as a result of individualsmanaging a variety of different social relationships.
Societies can be represented as highly structured dynamicmultiplex networks. Herewe study the
dynamical origins of the speciﬁc community structures of a large-scale socialmultiplex network of a
human society that interacts in a virtual world of amassivemultiplayer online game. Therewe ﬁnd
substantial differences in the community structures of different social actions, represented by the
various layers in themultiplex network. Community sizes distributions are either fat-tailed or appear
to be centered around a size of 50 individuals. To understand these observationswe propose a voter
model that is built around the principle of triadic closure. It explicitlymodels the co-evolution of
node- and link-dynamics across different layers of themultiplex network. Depending on link and
nodeﬂuctuation probabilities, themodel exhibits an anomalous shattered fragmentation transition,
where one layer fragments fromone large component intomany small components. The observed
community size distributions are in good agreementwith the predicted fragmentation in themodel.
This suggests that several detailed features of the fragmentation in societies can be traced back to the
triadic closure processes.
1. Introduction
Societies are organized in dynamical patterns that emerge from the social actions of individuals. These arrange
an array of different types of social relationships (e.g. friendship,marriage, co-workers, ...) to form groups,
organizations, or institutions of various sizes. Each type of social relation deﬁnes a social network of its own. The
dynamics of the structure of these networks is coupled to the dynamics of the states of the nodes of the network,
inwhat has been named as co-evolution network dynamics [1–4]. Additionally, these networks are not
independent of each other but co-evolve with the other networks in the society, forming amultiplex network,
i.e. a networkwhere a set of nodes can be connected by links ofmore than one type [5, 6]. Societies can then be
understood as a dynamic, co-evolvingmultiplex network. It has recently become clear thatmany properties of
social networks can also be found in and generalized to socialmultiplex networks. For instance, a generic feature
of social networks is that individuals tend to form communities, i.e. groups of nodes that sharemore links with
each other thanwith nodes outside of the community [7, 8]. Socialmultiplex networks typically exhibit this
community structure not only within, but also across different layers [9–11], i.e. two nodes that are in the same
community in one of the layers have the tendency to belong to the same community in another layer. The
topological structures of individual network layers can vary dramatically, depending on the type of the
corresponding social interactions [12, 13]. For example, it has been shown that network layers corresponding to
cooperative behavior can be characterized by high clustering, high reciprocity, and high link overlap, whereas
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one of the big challenges in the ﬁeld is currently to devisemodels that are capable of explaining such observed
heterogeneities between individual layers. It has been shown, for instance, thatmany characteristics of the
individualmultiplex layers, such as their degree distributions, clustering coefﬁcients, or the probabilities for
nodes to acquire new links, can be understood from the assumption that the link dynamics in networks is driven
by the process of triadic closure (i.e. the tendency that nodes with common neighbors will establish links
between themselves) together with aﬁnite lifetime of links (i.e. the typical probability at which they are added to
and removed from the network) [16–20]. Triadic closure has indeed been long known to play a central role in
social link formation that is deeply rooted in human psychology [21, 22]. Similarly, the organization of societies
into community structure follows such psychological principles, too. This has been observed in the ubiquitous,
hierarchically nested organization of communities of different sizes [23, 24] orDunbar’s number [25], a
hypothesized upper cognitive limit to the number of people withwhomhumans can share stable social
relationships.
In this workwe investigate the dynamical origins of the community structure of societies inmultiplex
networks.We study howdifferent layers in themultiplex network inﬂuence each other and investigate the
resulting consequences of these interactions for the community structures in the individual layers. Community
structure will be simply characterized by the community size distributions in the different network layers, i.e. the
probability for an individual (node) to be part of a community of a given size in a particular layer. As a data set we
use the comprehensive dynamic socialmultiplex network of the Pardus society [14, 15, 18, 26–28]. This is a
virtual society ofmore than 380 000 players with different social and economic interactions taking place in the
open-endedmassivemultiplayer online game Pardus.Weﬁnd a substantial amount of heterogeneity in the
community size distributions across the different layers.
We address whether the empirical observations can be understood as a possiblemanifestation of the
so-called fragmentation transition. Fragmentation is the phenomenon inwhich a networkmight undergo a
transition from a state where almost all nodes belong to a single giant component to a fragmented state inwhich
the network breaks into several components. The fragmentation transition is a phenomenon generically
associatedwith co-evolution network dynamics [29–34]. Here we consider the votermodel (VM) [35, 36] as a
paradigmatic example. In the co-evolutionary VM (CVM) [31] a node can either change its internal state to that
of its neighbor or re-wires one of its existing links towards a node that has the same internal state. TheCVMhas a
fragmentation transition for a threshold value of the link rewiring rate. In an extension of theCVM tomultiplex
networks (MCVM) some, but not all, nodes are interconnected across layers. Such nodes then have the same
internal states in both layers [33]. ThisMCVMhas an anomalous transition called shattered fragmentation in
which one layer assumes a fragmented state whose topological properties would be different under the same
model parameters in a single layer CVM. It has been shown that the driving force behind this transition is the
asymmetry between re-wiring probabilities in different network layers, i.e. the individual lifetime of links in each
of the layers [33].
To reconcile the dynamics of the CVMwith the empirical dominance of triadic closure, where a substantial
amount of newly created links in social networks connect nodes that already share commonneighbors
[15, 18, 19, 21, 22], we propose a novel type of CVM inwhich the re-wiring step is carried out by a triadic closure
process.We study the dynamics of thismodel on, both, single-layer (TCVM) andmultiplex networks
(MTCVM).We show that the triadic closuremodels display a novel fragmentation transition that is again
different from the shattered fragmentation found in theMCVM.We investigate whether the fragmentation
behavior of theMTCVM is compatible with the community structure observed inPardusmultiplex network
data. To understand the extent towhich themesoscopic structure of themodelmultiplex network is compatible
with the data, we compare results for pairwise inter-layer similarities of the detected communities.
We present the Pardus data and describe ourmethods in section 2. The TCVMand its generalization to
multiplex networks (MTCVM) is introduced in section 3. The community structure predicted by theMTCVM
is compared to results from the data in section 4 and conclusions are drawn in section 5.
2.Data andmethods
2.1.Data
The Pardus dataset contains all actions ofmore than 380 000 players in amassivemultiplayer online game. The
players interact in a virtual, open-ended gameUniverse to connect with other players to achieve self-posed goals,
such as accumulatingwealth and inﬂuence. Players can engage in three different types of cooperative
interactions. They can establishmutual friendship links, exchange private, one-to-onemessages and tradewith
each other in the game. The data can be represented as a dynamicmultiplex network a ( )M t , where the indexα
labels the adjacencymatrix of the network given by interactions of typeα at time t. Themultiplex network
a ( )M t is constructed for eachmonth (30 days) over one year of data, fromSep 2007 to Sep 2008. Two players are
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linked in a correspondingmultiplex layer if they had a friendship link (a = friend), tradedwith each other
(a = trade), or exchanged a privatemessage (a = communication)within a givenmonth. For a particular twe
include all players that have at least one link in each of themultiplex layers. Nodes that are isolated in at least one
layer at a given time are pruned. As a consequence of this removal other nodesmight become isolated, so the
pruning has to be iterated until there are no isolated nodes. Formore information on the topology and structure
of the Pardusmultiplex network see [14, 15]. Per construction, each layer has the same average number of non-
isolated nodes (i.e. players that are active in that particular time interval), = ´( )N 3.1 2 103. Numbers in
brackets denote standard deviations. Here and in the following, we drop the time dependence of a variable
whenever we refer to its average value over all time intervals. Table 1 shows results for the average number of
links in each layer, aL . The trade network shows the highest link density, the friendship and communication
network have similar numbers of links.
It has been shown that for the given time-span the three network layersα are in a stationary state in the sense
that links are added and removedwith comparable rates. These probabilities are orders ofmagnitude larger than
the probabilities at which nodes are added or removed, see [18]. The dynamics within the network layers is
therefore dominated by re-wiring processes. The re-wiring probability ap is deﬁned as the average value of the
probabilities that a linkwill be added or removed, that is, re-wired, in layerα. LetD a+ -( )l t denote the number
of links that are added/removed at t. The re-wiring probability for t, a ( )p t , is then =a D +Da aa
+ -
( ) ( ) ( )( )p t
l t l t
L t2
. Table 1
shows results for the average re-wiring probabilities ap in the three layers. ap in the friendship network is orders
ofmagnitude smaller than in the communication and trade networks. This can be understood by the difference
in processes that govern the interactions in these layers. In the friendship network a link persists after it has been
formed until the link is removed or one of the players leaves the game. In themessage and communication
network, on the other hand, a link is only formed between two players if at least one interaction took placewithin
the considered time interval. This results in a substantially lower turnover of links in the friendship network than
in the other layers.Wewill therefore refer to the friendship layer as being slow and to the trade andmessage layers
as being fast in terms of the average time between two consecutive re-wiring events in the given layer. Note that
although friendship links have the longest survival time (i.e. lowest turnover ap ), the friendship network has also
the smallest number of links aL .
2.2. Community detection
From the network layers a ( )M t , for data andmodel, we identify the communities
= ¼a a a a a( ) { ( ) ( ) ( )}C t C t C t C N t1, , 2, , , ,c , where the ith community a ( )C i t, is the set with a number ofa ( )n ti nodeswithin community i at time t.We use four different community detection algorithms togetherwith
a clean-up procedure that allows us to detect the absence of community structure aswell as homeless nodes,
which do not belong to any community [37]. Those four algorithms areOSLOM [37], Infomap [38], Copra [39],
and the Louvain algorithm [40]. OSLOM’s clean-up procedure is usedwith a coverage parameter of 1 and a
standard signiﬁcance threshold of <p 0.1 [37] to ensure thatwe retrieve only statistically signiﬁcant
communities and avoid the so-called resolution limit problem (failure of the detection of small communities)
[41]. Results for the communities in the Pardus data are discussed in section 4.1.
2.3. Components in themodel
Tounderstand the fragmentation behavior of theMTCVMwedescribe the organization of themodel-networks
into components by the following observables. a ( )N tc is the number of components in network layerα at time t.
Wewill refer to the time average of a ( )N tc overT consecutive time-steps by dropping the dependence on t, i.e.
º åa a ( )N N t
T tc
1
c . The size of the k-largest component at t is denoted
a ( )S tk . The time average of the k-largest
component size, aSk , is again denoted by dropping the dependence on t.
Table 1.Overview of characteristics of the Pardusmultiplex net-
work layers. For each layerαwe show the values of the re-wiring
probability ap and the average number of links, aL . The re-wiring
probability ap is orders ofmagnitude smaller for the friendship
network, compared to communication and trade. Each layer has
the same average number of nodes, = ´( )N 3.1 2 103.
α Friendship Trade Communication
pα 0.004(1) 0.27(1) 0.35(2)
Lα 1.45(2)× 104 5.57(2)× 104 1.90(3)× 104
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2.4. Normalizedmutual information
The similarity of the sets of links in two layers, a ( )M t and b ( )M t , ismeasured by the normalizedmutual
information, a b( )tNMI , ; [37, 42, 43], given as follows. Let a( )H t; be the entropy of the set of communities
a ( )C t , and b a( ∣ )H t; be the conditional entropy of communities b ( )C t , conditioned on a ( )C t , as deﬁned e.g.
in [42, 43]. Themutual information between the sets of communities in a ( )M t and b ( )M t , a b( )I t: ; , is then
given by
a b a b b a a b= + - -( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ )) ( )I t H t H t H t H t: ; 1
2
; ; ; ; . 1
Typically, a b( )I t: ; is normalized such that it takes on a value of zero if the overlap between the communities
in layersα andβ is completely random, and a value of one if the communities are identical.We use a
normalization that has been shown to be particularly suited for situations, where a ( )C t and b ( )C t have very
dissimilar numbers of communities [43]. The normalizedmutual information, a b( )tNMI , ; , is then
a b a ba b=( )
( )
[ ( ) ( )]
( )t I t
H t H t
NMI , ;
: ;
max ; , ;
. 2
As before, we refer to the time average of a b( )tNMI , ; by dropping time dependence.
3.Model
3.1. Triadic closureVMon a single-layer network
The standard binary-state CVMon a single network as introduced in [31] is given as follows. Each node, i, is
described as a time-dependent, binary, internal state s Î( ) { }t 0, 1i subject to the following update rule. (i)Pick
node i and one of its neighbors, j, at random. If the internal states of these nodes differ, s s¹( ) ( )t ti j , then (ii-a)
with probability p the link between i and j is removed and a link between i and a different node k is formed. k is
randomly chosen from the set of all nodes disconnected to, but in the same internal state as node i, s s=( ) ( )t ti k .
If no such node k exists, the link is not re-wired. Otherwise, (ii-b) the state of node i is changed to s ( )tj . This
model has one parameter, the re-wiring probability p, which deﬁnes the preference of a node to re-wire its link or
change its internal state, if the node has a neighborwith a different internal state. Thus, p sets the ratio of time
scales between the dynamics of the network and the dynamics of the state of the nodes.
We now introduce the triadic closure VM (TCVM) on a single network. Themodel ismotivated by the
empirical fact that links that connect nodes that share commonneighbors aremore likely to form than links that
do not connect such nodes, i.e. the process of triadic closure [18, 19, 21, 22]. The re-wiring step (ii-a) of theCVM
is now replaced by the following update rule.With the triadic closure probability, ptc, the new link ismade
between node i and a different node l that is randomly chosen from the set of all nodes that share at least one
commonneighborwith i (but there is no connection between i and l, yet). If no such node l exists, no re-wiring
takes place. Otherwise, with probability - p1 tc, we follow the re-wiring rule from step (ii-a) of theCVM.
In the simulations the network is initialized as a random regular networkwith sizeN and degree m = 4 for
each node, which results in a network that is initially connected. In [33, 34] shattered fragmentationwas
demonstrated on networks with these parameters, andwe use themhere to facilitate comparisons to earlier
works. These prior works suggest that changing the initial intra-layer connectivity does not lead tomajor
qualitative differences in the phase diagramof themodel and that an average degree of m = 4 is representative of
awide range of values forμ.Moreover, we choose networkswith homogeneous degree distributions to avoid
having to consider an additional parameter for the (anti-)correlation of intra-layer degrees whenwe later extend
themodel tomultiplex networks. The initial distribution of internal states is random, so that each node has the
same probability 1/2 to be in one of the two possible states.We call a link active if it connects two nodeswith
different internal states. If there are no active links, the system is in an absorbing conﬁguration. Tomeasure
whether large systems (  ¥N ) reach an absorbing state, we examine system activity, which is given by the
asymptotic value of the averaged interface density [36, 44]. The interface densitymeasures the fraction of active
links and is zero in absorbing states. TheCVMwith random re-wirings (i.e., =p 0tc ) on aﬁnite single-layer
network always reaches an absorbing state. This is also the case for partial triadic closure rewiring >p 0tc . The
extreme case of pure triadic closure rewiring given by p=1 and =p 1tc allows for the existence of network
traps, where active links between nodes in different states remain. This happens exactly when an active link
between i and j is also their only active link. An isolated node pair in different internal states is one such example.
Clearly as long as <p 1tc or <p 1 this trap is avoided as either one of the nodes re-wires to yet another node, or
eventually one of the nodes changes its state. Another consequence of re-wirings purely by triadic closure
( =p 1tc ) is that once a node is isolated, it cannot be brought back into a component, hence the number of
isolated components,Nc, is non-decreasing over time in this case.
SystemswithﬁniteN always reach absorbing states through ﬁnite-size ﬂuctuations. The asymptotic value of
the average of the interface density is a good proxy for the behavior of large systems [31]. Such systemswill reach
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absorbing states (freeze) if the activity is zero.Weﬁnd that large systems always reach a frozen, absorbing
conﬁguration for values of the re-wiring probability p that are above a critical threshold, pc. Below this threshold
weﬁnd that systems stay active, and that their activity decreases with increasing probability of triadic closure, ptc.
In the limit of =p 0tc , corresponding to theCVM [31]with random re-wirings only, activity decreases with re-
wiring and falls to zero around a critical re-wiring probability pc, which is deﬁned in the limit of inﬁnite systems.
This critical re-wiring probability characterizes an absorbing phase transition and is accompanied by an increase
of the time it takes for the system to reach an absorbing state. The average time-to-absorption gives the
characteristic time of the system,which is shown inﬁgure 1(b), measured in number of updates normalized by
system size. For a given value of ptc we associate its peak value ( )T pmax tc with theﬁnite-size approximation of the
position of the absorbing transition, pc(N). Figure 1(b) shows that increasing the frequency of triadic closure not
only decreases activity, but also the critical re-wiring probability pc. In other words, triadic closure causes
systems to freeze for even lower re-wiring probabilities p. Figure 1(c) shows that larger values of the system sizeN
typically lead to an increase in pc. Furthermore,ﬁgure 1 suggests that the absorbing transition does not exist for
=p 1;tc large systems that re-wire onlywith triadic closure do not sustain a constant level of activity andwill
always reach an absorbing state inﬁnite time.
The absorbing and the fragmentation transition coincide (ﬁgure 2). For <( )p pc , systems in the
thermodynamic limit remain active, whereas systemswithﬁniteN reach an absorbing state that can be
characterized by one giant componentwith all nodes in the same state. For >( )p pc , independent of system size,
systemswill reach an absorbing state characterized by having two components that correspond to the two
initially present states. The presence of triadic closure changes the fragmentation behavior of the system in a
peculiar way that ismost obvious for large values of ptc that are close to pc. In this region of parameters the
decrease in the size of the largest component is not compensated only by the growth of the second largest
component, but also by an increase in the number of components,Nc.Most of these components consist only of
a small number of nodes. This is the hallmark of a shattered fragmentation; topologies with at least one giant
components and amultiplicity of components of smaller size. Shattered fragmentationwasﬁrst observed in the
CVM inmultiplex networks where not all nodes are present in each layer (MCVM) [33] and for theCVMon a
single-layer networkwith noise that targets aﬁxed subpopulation of nodes [34]. Here, weﬁnd the same
phenomenology for re-wiring processes that are dominated by triadic closure processes.
3.2. TheTCVMonmultiplex networks (MTCVM)
Wenow introduce theMTCVM that is composed of two layers that are fully pair-wise interconnected (each
nodes has its counterpart in another layer). Each of the layers has its own re-wiring probability, p1 and p2,
respectively. Themultiplex network evolves by, ﬁrst, picking a layerα, a Î { }1, 2 , randomly and, secondly, by
evolving that layer by using the triadic closure re-wiring rule, see ﬁgure 3. This introduces a co-evolution of the
two layers because the formation of new links depends on the internal state of nodes which is the same in both
layers for each of the nodes.We study the behavior of thismodel for =p 1tc , i.e. for the casewhere the re-wiring
is done by triadic closure, that is without random re-wirings.
Figure 1.Activity in the triadic closure votermodel for a single-layer network. (a)Activity, asmeasured by the asymptotic value of the
fraction of active links, is shown as a function of the re-wiring probability p and the triadic closure probability ptc. The results suggest a
critical value for p, pc, abovewhich the system is frozen and that activity typically decreases with the frequency of triadic closure for
values of p below this threshold. (b)The characteristic time, i.e. the average time until absorption, shown for the same simulations as
measured in number of updates normalized by system size. Circles indicate where the characteristic time ismaximized for a given p.
Thismaximal characteristic time Tmax provides a ﬁnite size approximation of the position of the absorbing phase transition. Results in
(a) and (b)where obtained as averages over 103 realizationswithN=500. (c)By increasing the system size fromN=250 (green) over
N=500 (orange) toN=1000 (red) the curve for Tmax , computed over 10
4 realizations, is shifted towards higher values of p.
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TheMTCVMdisplays a novel fragmentation transition that is visible in the phase diagrams of the
observables aS1 (size of largest component) and aNc (number of components). Figure 4 shows the phase
diagrams of (a) S1
1 and (b)Nc
1 in layer 1 of theMTCVMas a function of the re-wiring probabilities p1 and p2.
Consider the casewhere layer 1 is connected to a static layer with =p 02 .With increasing p1 the largest
component of layer 1 shrinks to a value around 0.5, similar to the single-layer case.Nc, on the other hand,
increases by increasing p1 in the sameway as S1 decreases. Thismeans that with increasing p1 nodes leave the
largest component and form small or isolated components of their own (and not a second, large component), i.e.
Nc increases. This is again the process of shattered fragmentation [33]. From the phase diagrams inﬁgure 4 it
follows (by exchanging the labels of layers 1 and 2) that in the static layer 2 the nodes remain in one giant
component as layer 1 undergoes this shattered fragmentation. The number of components in the ﬁnal
fragmented state ismaximized for the layer with higher p as the re-wiring rate in the other layer goes to zero
(bottom right hand corner ofﬁgure 4(a)). The slower layer will not fragment but freeze in one giant component.
If one increases its re-wiring rate, it will freeze not in one, but in two giant components that correspond to the
two internal states of nodes existing at initialization. The number of small components in the faster layer will
decrease at the expense of building up the second largest component. Finally, when both layers have re-wiring
rates close to on, theywill freeze in two giant components only. The relative size of the second largest component
(not shown) starts to grow in the second quarter of the diagram, peaking in the top-right corner at 0.5.
Note that this fragmentation transition in theMTCVMdiffers in some respects from the fragmentation
transition observed in theMCVMwith random re-wirings. Thismodel can be recovered by setting =p 0tc in
Figure 2. Fragmentation phase diagram for the triadic closure votermodel for a single-layer network. Results were averaged over 103
realizations withN=500with the location of Tmax fromﬁgure 1 being superimposed. (a)The fraction of nodes in the largest
component, S1, is shown as a function of p and ptc. S1 is typically one far below and two far above the transition. The fragmentation
transition between these two regimes coincides with the absorption transition observed inﬁgure 1(b). In parameter regions close to
these transitions the relative number of components,Nc/N, can be substantially larger than two, in particular for high values of ptc, i.e.
for a dominance of triadic closure re-wirings. Triadic closure therefore leads to shattered fragmentation.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the co-evolving votermodel with triadic closure on amultiplex network (MTCVM).We pick a
layerα at random (step 1) and evolve it according to the dynamics of the single-layermodel withwith triadic closure (step 2)with
=p 1tc . That is, a nodewith an active link in the particular layermay either, with probability ap , re-wire its link by connecting to a
neighbor of its neighbors that has the same internal state, or alternatively, with probability - ap1 , change its internal state. As a result
the state of a nodemay change in both layers (step 3).
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both layers and by introducing an additional parameter, themultiplexity q [33]. That is, both layers containN
nodes, but only a subset of qN nodes exists in both layers. The internal states of the remaining -( )q N1 nodes
depend only on the dynamics in their own layer. Themulti-layer CVMwith random re-wirings also displays a
shattered fragmentation transition that is, however, only encountered below a critical value of q, < <q q 1c .
Under triadic closure, partialmultiplexing (i.e. <q 1) is no longer required to see shattered fragmentation.
4. Empirical results
4.1. Community structure in thePardusmultiplex network
The time-averaged distribution functions for the community sizes in the three network layers are shown in
ﬁgures 5(a)–(c). There is a clear discrepancy between the distribution observed in the slow friendship layer (a)
when compared to the trade (b) andmessage (c)networks, which are characterized by substantially larger re-
wiring probabilities. For the friendship layer the frequencies of community sizes resemble amonotonously
decreasing function in size that develops a fat tail. In contrast, there exist distinct peaks in the distributions of
Figure 4. Shattered fragmentation in theMTCVM. Phase diagrams for (a) fraction of nodes in the largest component, S1
1, and (b)
number of componentsNc
1, both relative to the system sizeN, are shown as a function of the re-wiring probabilities p1 and p2,
respectively. The systemundergoes a fragmentation transitionwhere, with increasing p1, layer 1 splits fromone giant component into
a large number of small components. The results have been averaged over 103 realizations of the ﬁnal (absorbing) conﬁgurations of
networks of sizeN=250.
Figure 5.Community size distributions for the Pardusmultiplex data (blue) and the three-layerMTCVM (red) for the layers
corresponding to friendship (a), trade (b), communication (c) and the projection of those three onto a single layer (d). Results coincide
well for four different community detection algorithms, namelyOSLOM (solid linewith dots), Infomap (dotted linewith squares),
Copra (slash-dotted linewith diamonds) and Louvain (slashed linewith triangles). In the data the friendship layer shows decreasing
frequencies of communities as a function of their sizewith a substantial right-skew of the distribution, whereas the trade andmessage
layers show an additional peak at about 50. The community size distributions for themodel agree well with the data. In particular the
model reproduces the right-skew in the slow friendship layer and the peak in the fast trade and communication layers. The
distributions in the projected layer (d) for data andmodel exhibit, both, the peak around 50 (as in the trade and communication
layers) and a skew to the right (as in the friendship layer).
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community sizes in the trade andmessage layers, which are also both fast layers. These peaks are centered around
a community size of 50.
4.2. TheMTCVMversusPardus data
So farwe have discussed the behavior of theMTCVMonmultiplex networks that consist of two layers. The
Pardus data, however, consists of three layers. The extension of theMTCVM to three layers is straightforward. In
theﬁrst step of the algorithmone randomly chooses one of the layers for the update. The only change in the
three-layer-case is that one nowpicks one out of three layers with equal probability. The resultingmodel has now
three parameters, namely the re-wiring probabilities of each layer. A thorough exploration of the corresponding
enlarged phase space is beyond the scope of the current work. To calibrate themodel to the data we assume that
themodel internal states, s ( )ti , encode a hidden propensity of the players to interact with each other. That is,
uponmeeting two players i and jwill bemore likely to establish a linkwith each other if they have the same
internal states.We further assume that as initial condition a link is active with equal probability in each of the
layers. A re-wiring of this link occurs thenwith themeasured probability ap in layerα in, both,model and data.
Note that this deﬁnition does notﬁx all the time scales of themodel, for whichwewould also need to take the
probability to encounter an active link in the layers into account. Two layers in thismodel, the ‘fast’ layers of
trade and communication, have very similar values of ap that are orders ofmagnitude larger than the ‘slow’
friendship layer. It is therefore reasonable to assume that for this particular realization of a three-layerMTCVM
weﬁnd a similar behavior as for a two-layerMTCVM that consists of a fast and a slow layer. Our simulations
conﬁrm that the three-layerMTCVM indeed displays the same shattered fragmentation behavior that was
observed in the corresponding two-layermodel.
The community size distributions obtained from themodel agreewell with the data. Inﬁgure 5we show the
frequency of community sizes observed in ten realizations usingN=3100 and themeasured re-wiring
probabilities ap asmeasured in the data. Results are shown for the (a) friendship (b) trade, and (c)
communication layer and for four community detection algorithms. The different algorithms give very similar
results. The frequencies of community sizes in the friendship layer in themodel decrease as a function of their
size in strong resemblance to results observed in the data. For the trade and communication layers, respectively,
we also observe a clear peak in the frequencies of community sizes that coincides with the peaks observed in the
data around a community size of 50. Note that herewe compare communities in the data to communities in the
model (and not to components). Clearly, the fragmentation behavior into components in themodel is closely
related to its community structure. Given the re-wiring probabilities ap in the data, wewould expect from the
MTCVM that the friendship layer ( = ( )p 0.004 1friend ) shows one large component whereas the trade
( = ( )p 0.27 1trade ) and communication ( = ( )p 0.35 2comm ) layers display fragmentation. Indeed, we observe for
the communities in, both, data andmodel for the friendship layer a heavily right-skewed, if not fat-tailed, size
distributionwith a small number of very large communities, whereas the trade andmessage layers fragment into
a large number of smaller communities with a peak centered at around 50.Data andmodel show the same
behavior in terms of fragmentation into communities of various sizes. Figure 5(d) shows the community size
distributions for networks that are obtained by projecting the three layers onto a single network. That is, the
projection networks for data ormodel contain a link between two nodes if they are connected in any of the three
data ormodel layers, respectively. Again, the observed distributions of community sizes are similar in data and
model. They showboth features that characterize the distributions in the individual layers, i.e. a peak around
sizes of 50 together with a substantial right-skew of the distributions.
A statistically sound and robustmeasure to quantify the similarity of two different sets of communities is the
normalizedmutual information [37, 42, 43, 45].We therefore investigate the similarities between communities
in the data andmodel by comparing the normalizedmutual information, a b( )NMI , , between each pair of
layers in the data andmodelmultiplex networks, respectively.When averaged over the results for each
community detection algorithm and over all timesteps or realizations for data andmodel, respectively, we ﬁnd
values of a b( )NMI , that are about one order ofmagnitude larger in the data as in themodel. In particular we
ﬁnd for friendship–communication for the data a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.04 5 and a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.004 1 in the
model. For friendship–tradewe ﬁnd a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.03 3 in the data and a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.003 1 in the
model. Finally, for communication–trade in the data we have a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.15 5 and
a b =( ) ( )NMI , 0.005 1 in themodel. First, note that the values in the data are clearly larger than themodel
results. This can be understood by the fact that theMTCVMdoes not contain anymechanism that explicitly
increases the similarity of layers, such as by copying one link fromone layer to the other. However, if we restrict
the analysis to only the largest community in each layer and discard all other communities, weﬁnd that the
resultingNMI values in data andmodel become of similarmagnitude (between 0.69 and 0.86). Thismeans that
the tendency of nodes to belong to the largest community in two different layers in the data is well approximated
by the assumption of a shared, internal state in themodel. Theﬁner structure of communities with a smaller
number of nodes, however, is not captured in themodel. Intriguingly we ﬁnd that in, both, data andmodel the
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communities in the fast layers (trade and communication) aremore similar to each other than the communities
of a fast and a slow layer (i.e. friendship–trade and friendship–communication, respectively). That is, we ﬁnd
higherNMI values between the communication–trade layers than between the friendship–communication
layers in both data ( < -p 10WSR 7 as the p-value froma one-sided, pairedWilcoxon signed rank test) andmodel
( < -p 10WSR 6). The same observation holds for theNMI values of the communication-trade layers when
compared to the friendship-trade results in data ( < -p 10WSR 7) andmodel ( < -p 10WSR 6). That is, even
though the inter-layer similarity properties of the communities do not agree between data andmodel in absolute
values asmeasured by theNMI, their results relative to other pairs of layers in the samemultiplex network do
actually compare well. This is a remarkable result in the absence of an explicit ‘link-copying’mechanism
between the individual layers.
5.Discussion
We investigated the dynamical origins of the community structure of societies represented as dynamical
multiplex networks. In empirical data from the large-scale online game societyParduswe observed substantial
differences in the community structures of individual layers of thismultiplex network.While one layer is
characterized by a small number of large communities and a decreasing distribution of community sizes, in the
other layers weﬁnd a peak of communities of intermediate size around 50.We found that the time scales on
which the link dynamics takes place in the various network layers differ by several orders ofmagnitude.
Remarkably, we ﬁnd that themonotonously decreasing distribution of community sizes is found in a layer with a
very small re-wiring probability, whereas layers with the centered distribution are characterized by probabilities
that are orders ofmagnitude higher.
To understand these empirical ﬁndingswe proposed a generalization of theCVMonmultiplex networks
which incorporates the process of triadic closure, theMTCVM.This process has been shown to be crucial in
modeling the structure formation of individual layers in the Pardus society [18].We studied the phase diagramof
the newmodel and found that it exhibits an anomalous fragmentation transition formultiplex networks that
makes themodel interesting in its own right. This transition is characterized by a break-up of the largest
component of a network layer into a large number of small components. Intriguingly, a key role in themodel
turns out to be the heterogeneity in time-scales onwhich the link re-wiring dynamics takes place in the
individual layers.When themodel is calibrated tomimic the Pardus data on a three-layermultiplex network,
community size distributions are perfectly compatible with those found in the data.
In particular themodel conﬁrms that slow layers in terms of the time-span between two re-wiring events
show amonotonously decreasing distribution of community sizes, whereas the fast layers display an additional
peak around community sizes of 50. Thismeans that the empirical community structure of the Pardus virtual
society indeed resembles the fragmentation behavior predicted by theMTCVM.Note that for these results the
model layers only differ in their re-wiring probabilities (but not, for instance, in their degree), so that these
results can only be attributed to themultiplex interaction of dynamics on different time-scales. The focus of the
current workwas to understand how the community structure within a given layer arises fromunderlying
microscopicmulti-level interactions, whereinwe depart fromother interesting approaches that aim at
identifying community structure across different layers in themultiplex network [9, 11].We further conﬁrmed
that the communities in the fast layers of themultiplex networks aremore similar to each other than they are
similar to the slow layer in data andmodel as well. These results suggest that the dynamical origin of the
community structure of societies can be understood through the interplay of triadic closure processes taking
place on different time-scales, whichmanifests itself in the phenomenon of shattered fragmentation.Whether
these results hold for empirical data in real-world societies remains to be seen.
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